This article assesses the importance of religious affiliation, observance, faith and party choice in categorising attitudes to two of the most important contemporary moral and ethical issues: samesex marriage and abortion. Whilst religious conditioning of moral attitudes has long been seen as important, this article goes beyond analyses grounded in religiosity to explore whether support for particular political parties -and the cues received from those parties on moral questions -may counter or reinforce messages from the churches. Drawing upon new data from the extensive survey of public opinion in the 2015 Northern Ireland election study, the article analyses the salience of religious, party choice and demographic variables in determining attitudes towards two key social issues. Same-sex marriage and abortion (other than in very exceptional abortion cases) are both still banned in Northern Ireland, but the moral and religious conservatism underpinning prohibition has come under increasing challenge, especially in respect of same-sex marriage. The extent to which political messages compete with religious ones may influence attitudes to the moral issues of the moment.
Introduction
The issues of same-sex marriage and abortion have created political divisions in many countries in recent times. Although momentum towards the legalisation of same-sex marriage is considerable (it was outlawed globally until the twenty-first century) only 22 of the world's 195 countries permit such unions (Pew Research Center 2015) . Legal positions on abortion vary considerably, with just over 60 per cent of countries operating a legal framework described as permissive (Center for Reproductive Rights 2015).
This article assesses what is most significant -political parties, religious affiliation, depth of religious belief, or non-political and non-religious items, such as education, gender or age -in indicating attitudes towards moral issue? The theoretical and empirical case for the attitudinal influence of religion, using a range of religious belief and practice measures, is well documented in the literature, yet it is far less the case that the issue of party choice has been considered in addition to religious variables. In some cases, this omission may be a derivative of the reluctance of political parties to take strong stances on moral issues, preferring to leave matters to individual consciences rather than become embroiled in sensitive and divisive arenas. The lack of consideration of party influences is nonetheless surprising, given that the potential capacity of political parties to offer messages at odds with those emanating from the churches is considerable, in an era of greater western secularism and increased social liberalism on moral issues. The question begged is, to which messages are voters more receptive?
Northern Ireland provides an ideal test case to examine the intersection between political partisanship and religious propensity. Socially and religiously conservative since its foundation in 1921, the polity still contains strong religious sentiment among Protestants and Catholics. It provides an example of a confessional political system and holds overwhelmingly religiously derived support bases for its political parties. Yet, as its ethno-national and ethno-religious conflicts subside, Northern Ireland is far from immune from the forces of secularism, and controversies over same-sex marriage and abortion have become increasingly prominent. Same-sex marriage remains illegal even though legislation permitting such unions was passed for England, Wales and Scotland in 2014 and the historically religiously and socially conservative Republic of Ireland enacted a similar law in 2015.
When abortion was legalised elsewhere in the UK in 1967, this provision was not extended to Northern Ireland, where it is permitted only where the mother's life is endangered, or there is a serious and permanent risk to her health. Gay, lesbian, bisexual and 'pro-choice' women's groups have claimed that the concept of 'parity of esteem' enshrined in the 1998 Good Friday Agreement, Northern Ireland's 'peace deal', is extendable to considerations beyond the equal status of the dominant Unionist and Nationalist ethno-national blocs. Several attempts to introduce legislation permitting same-sex marriage have been blocked by Unionist members of the Northern Ireland Assembly and substantial public demonstrations in favour of change have been held. Legal challenges to the ban are looming. Abortion has been the subject of increasing contestation between pro-and anti-abortion groups in recent years.
In order to test the importance of 'party versus God' in shaping attitudes to same-sex marriage and abortion, we draw upon new evidence from the 2015 Northern Ireland General Election study. We use data from that study to assess how attitudes to same-sex marriage and abortion are sorted by party identification, religious affiliation, religiosity and depth of religious belief, in addition to possible demographic indicators. Conceptually we aim to shed new light on church versus party debates, using new empirical material, with resonance for the many countries experiencing tensions between religious sentiment and secular outlooks in shaping marriage and abortion laws.
Partisanship, religion and moral issues
The impact of religious belonging upon social and moral conservatism has been subject to considerable research. Greater conservatism amongst the religious has been noted in a succession of studies through the decades (e.g. Morgan and Meier 1980; Bean 1999; Bruce 2013) with the same studies also noting how religious affiliation often conditions political attitudes and moral choices.
There is a long-standing literature associating religious faith with social conservatism (e.g. Wald et al. 1990; Malka et al. 2012) . Party identification and choice may derive in part from religious affiliation across a wide variety of polities (e.g. Tilley 2015; van der Brug and Hobolt 2009; Wald and Calhoun-Brown 2014) . Parties may offer strident or latent positions on moral issues. Their attitudes to these issues may be influenced by a number of political and religious forces and raises the question of whether political parties shape or follow public opinion. There may be differences according to the salience and longevity of the issues concerned.
Religious organisations, as non-vote seekers, are less likely to change stances on the basis of popularity, although they are vulnerable to followers exercising the exit option if offering standpoints which appear increasingly unpalatable. Although the extent of religious influence naturally varies across countries and contexts, there are a number of ways in which churches influence political standpoints. These include rules of conduct, ranging from religious texts to church-made laws, decrees from church leaders, community activity and exhortations from local clergy (Djupe and Gilber 2009) .
Whilst much church activity may not be overtly party political -church demands for support for a particular political organisation are very rare -the effect may be more subtle and subliminal.
Churches tend to encourage political participation and urge followers to note the stances of political parties. They may facilitate inter-party debates, allowing parishioners to cross-examine political representatives on the extent to which their parties adhere to church decrees. Political actors may thus come under pressure to take their political cues from this nexus of church and politics. As an example, a study of 21 Protestant congregations in the United States found them to operate as essentially political communities, in which the depth of religious fundamentalism within each contributed substantially to the extent of political conservatism displayed by adherents (Wald et al. 1988 ). Roman Catholic communities may also operate as political groupings. Norrander and Wilcox (1999) found the quantity of Catholic residents to be a highly significant variable in terms of attitudes to abortion within state legislatures in the United States, with Catholic communities, encouraged by their religious leaders, mounting considerable opposition to 'pro-choice' campaigns. Huckfelt et al.'s (1993) analysis of stances on abortion also found Catholic density important, arguing that the rigidity of Catholic opposition created unified parishes which acted as significant political collectives, often at variance to the attitudes of non-Catholic neighbourhoods of similar social status.
Similarly Minkenberg (2002) found strong correlations between religiously observant Catholic countries, Christian Democrat parties and substantial restrictions upon the availability of abortion. Olson et al.'s (2006) examination of public opinion in the United States on same-sex marriage found that religious variables were more important than demographic indicators in terms of attitudes on the issue, with non-Protestants much more likely to back same-sex unions. However, Olson et al.'s models did not control for party identification, only for broad ideological outlook (conservative, moderate, or liberal).
One might assume in response that, in western democracies at least, diminished (Christian) religious sentiment might reduce both the extent of church affiliations and their importance on moral questions. However, it should also be noted that secularization is only 'a tendency, not an iron law' (Norris and Inglehart 2011: 5) . Moreover, there is variation in the extent of diminution of religious observation and in respect of the ebbing linkages between religion and voting choices. As such there is still considerable scope for religion to matter and for parties influenced by the religious affiliations of their adherents to offer political choices cognisant of the support base.
Religion, politics and moral issues in Northern Ireland
Northern Ireland offers a very useful testing ground for the respective saliences of party, church and faith in shaping attitudes to moral questions. Here, debates over the near-total ban on abortion have been juxtaposed with the assumption of a broad, religiously-derived cross-party, cross-community consensus that there is no great local desire to introduce major liberalisation of the prohibitive law. Same-sex marriage has seen sharp debate recently, but only appeared on the political radar in Northern Ireland with the arrival of devolved government in 1999. UK-wide law, passed at Westminster, allowed civil partnerships and Northern Ireland hosted the first in the UK, on 17 December 2005. The Northern Ireland Assembly holds legislative control on same-sex marriage and abortion and party contests on these issues are evident. Any party favouring liberalisation of the current laws is engaged in a process of detaching electors from the positions taken by their church, given the uniformity of opposition among Northern Ireland's Christian denominations.
Party choice in Northern Ireland is influenced by a combination of national identification (overwhelmingly British, Irish or Northern Irish); ideological affiliation (Unionist or Nationalist); and religious background; Protestant or Catholic, with the constituency proportions of these two religions dominating levels of voting for Unionist and Nationalist parties Evans 2010, 2015; Evans and Tonge 2013) . We wish to examine whether this is combination replicated in terms of stances on salient social and moral questions. Are these (relatively) new arenas of contestation entirely distinct from the traditional divide between (mainly) Protestant British Unionists and (mainly) Catholic Irish Nationalists, or do some aspects of the moral debate map onto long-held divisions? Are longstanding communal rivalries replicated or cross-cut by the party politics of the 'moral agenda' -the divisive issues of same-sex marriage and abortion? In tackling these questions, we examine the stances of political parties, churches and electors on same-sex marriage and abortion.
In the Northern Ireland context, where Protestants remain (just) in the majority and where religious identification remains important, there is a strong possibility of such identificationwhether Protestant or Catholic -acting as a significant variable in attitudes on moral and political questions. Hayes and Dowds (2015) demonstrate how religious identification and religious practice are both influential variables in terms of attitudes to same-sex marriage in Northern Ireland.
Although not immune from wider processes of secularization, Northern Ireland is a religious society in terms of belief. In the 2015 Northern Ireland General Election survey used in the subsequent analysis, only eight per cent of adults declare themselves of no religion. Religious self-labelling is far from diminished: 91 per cent of the population identify as Protestant or Catholic, whereas in some other archetypal pillarized democracies, such as the Netherlands, religious identity has long diminished in extent, as well as political and indeed spiritual import (Houtman and Mascini 2002;  van der Eijk and Niemöller 1987).
If congregations slavishly adhered to the strictures of their churches, there would be virtually no support for the legalisation of same-sex marriage or abortion (other than in the most Church has consistently condemned abortion (Saunders 2015) .
Whilst the authority of the Roman Catholic Church has been in considerable decline in the Irish Republic in recent decades (e.g. Inglis 1998), a view seemingly confirmed by the substantial referendum backing for same-sex marriage, the decline of the Church and its Protestant counterparts in Northern Ireland has attracted less attention. Religious identification remains very extensive, inculcated from birth, with the 2015 election study indicating that only 4.5 per cent of the population were brought up of no religion.
An alternative possible explanation of religious influence beyond denominational affiliation is that it is not identification with a particular religion per se that matters in shaping attitudes on the moral issues under investigation. After all, the vast bulk of Northern Ireland's population identify with a religion, but even in this region, more resistant to the secularism evident in other Christian countries in Western Europe, less than half attend church regularly. 45 per cent claimed regular attendance in 2007 (Ashworth and Farthing 2007: 10) with the 2015 election study suggesting a lower figure of 37 per cent. Conceivably, attitudes on moral issues may be shaped more by actual attendance at church, to hear strictures on moral issues from the pulpit, or by the depth of personal religious faith, rather than via what may be nominal claimed religious affiliation bereft of significant commitment. In terms of religion, believing, belonging and attending may all be important in shaping attitudes. Believing, i.e. the faith variable, may influence attitudes on issues such as abortion. A person with a strong faith in God may be disposed towards the view that this Supreme
Being is the instigator of life and as such, abortion infringes upon the award of that life. Equally, someone with a strong evangelical faith and a literal interpretation of the Bible might contend that the creationist story of Adam and Eve provided grounds for support only for heterosexual unions.
Obviously these attitudes as derivatives of personal faith may be reinforced by aspects of belonging, including regular church attendance and organised religious observance, but there is a growing body of work which suggests the possibility of an independent depth-of-faith effect conditioning attitudes, beyond formal religious ritual (Greeley 1995; Whitehead 2010; Hayes and Dowds 2015) .
Political party influences on moral issues
The fusion between theology and politics has been substantial within the confessional Whilst there has been considerable intra-bloc fluctuation in party fortunes in recent times, there is still significant brand loyalty towards political parties in the region and voters may take attitudinal cues from their political leaders. As vote maximisers, parties monitor shifts in attitudes.
Even the DUP, despite its religiously fundamentalist history, has been obliged towards pragmatic compromise. As one example, the DUP opposed the opening of amenities, such as public parks, on Sundays, believing it to be a breach of the Sabbath. Yet under pressure from its electoral base which included far less devout working-class followers, the party quietly dropped its opposition, initially accepting local referendums and then abandoning its non-acceptance of Sunday opening (Southern 2005 ).
The capacity of parties to shape public preferences is considerable. Yet as Slothuus (2010) points out, even the most capable parties, with loyal adherents, need to offer views to which followers must attach some sympathy. Thus parties need to be cognisant of shifts in public opinion.
Since the arrival of same-sex marriage upon the political agenda, forced by pressure groups and an increased focus upon non-conflict issues, parties have been obliged to offer responses. Abortion has been an issue of much longer standing, but debate has tended to be suppressed by an assumption of a societal and party political consensus for little change. This may owe something to the underrepresentation of women in Northern Ireland politics. A lack of presence adversely afflicts women's interests in other political institutions in the UK (Lovenduski and Norris 2003) but is most acute in the Northern Ireland Assembly and on local councils in the region (Galligan 2013) . The underrepresentation of women owes much to the embedded systems of patriarchy and masculinity which have dominated social and political life in Northern Ireland and are only slowly being eroded (Ashe 2007; Braniff and Whiting 2015; Galligan 2006; Ward 2006) .
Although it has been claimed that 'morality issues are really on the periphery of politics in the UK' (Engeli et al. 2012: 4) The DUP's stance reflects the views of its members, two-thirds of whom believe that 'homosexuality is wrong', and the party's view on this is longstanding (Tonge et al. 2014: 155) .
During the early 1980s, the DUP, under Paisley's Protestant fundamentalist leadership, played a prominent role in the 'Save Ulster from Sodomy' campaign, an unsuccessful attempt to prevent the legalisation of homosexuality (Northern Ireland was the last part of the UK to decriminalise, in 1982).
In 2015, the DUP offered support to a Christian bakery which lost a court case over its refusal to bake a cake bearing a pro-gay marriage message. The DUP advocates the introduction of a conscience clause, arguing that 'some equality legislation, passed with the intention of protecting religious minorities, is having an adverse effect on those with religious belief' (Givan 2014: 1) . The DUP Health Minister from 2011 to 2014, Edwin Poots, banned blood donations from gay people (Coulter 2012) . Poots' successor, Jim Wells, resigned in 2015 after reportedly alleging that the children of same sex marriages were more vulnerable to abuse (Alexander and Farrell 2015) . Whilst the UUP offers its representatives a free vote on the issue, the party leader, Mike Nesbitt, does not support same-sex marriage, even though he has cautioned his party that they may be 'on the wrong side of history' in opposing change (Nesbitt 2015) .
Whilst Northern Ireland's two main unionist parties oppose same-sex marriage, the region's two main nationalist parties support legislative change, despite having Catholic support bases encouraged by their Church to oppose such marriages. The SDLP leadership has made clear its backing for same-sex marriage, although not all its elected representatives have always been convinced: five of the party's 14 Assembly members were absent from the vote on the issue in 2015. There is thus a clear division between unionist and nationalist parties on same-sex marriage.
Divisions are less clear-cut, however, on abortion. Both of the main unionist parties oppose any extension of the 1967 Abortion Act operative in England and Wales to Northern Ireland. In their opposition to abortion, they are joined by the SDLP, strongly anti-abortion and whose party leader from 2011 to 2015 made it clear he would not countenance change even in cases of lethal foetal abnormality or rape (BBC Northern Ireland, 20 February 2015) . Sinn Féin supports abortion rights in those circumstances but policy is ambiguous in other cases and the party is far from resoundingly 'pro-choice'. Sinn Féin's policy appears to reject a major liberalisation of abortion laws. The Party is supportive of the Northern Ireland Assembly being the determining legislature on the issue. Even modest party shifts on abortion have been subject to vigorous debate at the Sinn Féin ard-fheis (annual conference) and yielded rare public criticism of the party's support for abortion rights from party members, even though that support is only partial (The Irish Catholic, 23 October 2013).
Given the importance of politics and religion within Northern Ireland, for the reasons discussed above, there are strong grounds for expecting that party affiliation, religious practice and personal faith will influence positions on same-sex marriage and abortion. In the models which follow, we test the independent effects of each of these, along with standard demographic controls, to understand more fully if each has a significant role in determining these moral conservative attitudes.
Data and models
We model position on the two moral issues using the 2015 Northern Ireland election study.
Using a probability based sampling frame across 100 randomly selected wards in the 18 Northern Ireland Westminster constituencies, this study collected a sample of 1,810 registered electors in a face-to-face CAPI survey between 8 May and 24 June 2015. 1 Profiles of the full survey and analytical samples are available in Table A1 in the Appendix.
We use simple binary logit models to contrast collapsed 'agree' and 'disagree' categories coded from the original five-point Likert items which asked respondents whether they (strongly) agreed or (strongly) disagreed with the statements 'Gay marriage should be made legal in Northern
Ireland' and 'Abortion should be made legal in Northern Ireland'. Ordered logit models, preferable to maximise information in the dependent variable as well as ease of interpretation, could not be run, due to substantial violation of the proportionate odds assumption (Long, 1997: 145) . Full multinomial logit or partial proportionate odds models (Peterson and Harrell 1990) retain information, but both result in a lack of analytical clarity or parsimony. Given our substantive interest in the contrast, principally, between agreement and disagreement, we consequently collapse the 'strongly agree' and 'agree' categories together and do likewise regarding the 'strongly disagree' and 'disagree' to dichotomize our dependent variables. The original question included a 'neither-nor' category, which for analytical simplicity we have chosen to collapse together with the 'agree' category, to provide the baseline to our 'disagree' contrast. In a traditionally religiously conservative society such as Northern Ireland, we assume that indifference towards the legalisation of items currently prohibited represents a shift away from the morally conservative status quo.
Because we wish to include party support, including a 'no party' baseline category, as one of our explanatory variables, as well as looking at possible differences between the two communities in overall support for the two issues, we need to run separate models for Protestant and Catholic respondents. We consequently present four models, corresponding to the two issues by each community. We include three demographic controls which we also expect to drive position on moral issues: age, gender and education. Having tested age using a categorical coding for evidence of excessive non-linearity, which was not found, we include this at the interval level. Gender is coded 1 for female. We expect both age and gender to manifest significant relationships with the dependent variables of support for, or opposition to, the legalisation of same-sex marriage and abortion.
Increasing age may be linked to greater resistance to legislative change (Sherkat et al., 2011) . The political socialisation of older people took place not only when same-sex marriage was banned, but a homosexual act constituted a criminal offence. Women may conceivably hold different attitudes to men and some have been vocal on the abortion issue in Northern Ireland, but on both sides of the argument (e.g. Murray 2015) . Similarly, we control for education level, categorising by no qualification, intermediate (G/CSE and 'O' Level), secondary, and higher education as the baseline, expecting that higher education will manifest greater liberalism on moral issues (Stubager 2008) .
There are three principal explanatory variables to test, namely party identification or support, frequency of religious practice, and level of faith. Party support is coded from a variable asking respondents to which, if any, of the relevant Northern Irish parties they felt closest. We code for the four main political parties -DUP and UUP for Protestants, SDLP and SF for Catholics -and 'no party', and use DUP and SF respectively as the baseline. For church attendance, we trichotomise a standard ordinal measure of church attendance, distinguishing between those who attend religious services more than once a month (practising) -the baseline-those attending more than once a year (irregular practising), and less frequent attendance (non-practising). Lastly, having highlighted the potential importance of religious faith, as distinct from ritual, we code the self-reported strength of that faith from a six-point ordinal scale, varying from 'I don't believe in God' to 'I know God really exists and have no doubt', into a binary variable coded 1 for 'believer', which includes the strongest faith response (see Tables A2 and A3 in the Appendix for more detailed codings and the original responses). Both church attendance and faith codings lose some information, but more complex codings which were tested did not add substantive explanatory value to the models. (Tables A2 and  A3 in the Appendix provide the bivariate cross-tabulations of each explanatory variable by the two dependent variables across the full sample.) Table 1 here Tables 1 and 2 present the four logistic regression models, coded 1 for disagreement with the policy statements supporting liberalisation of the law. Looking first at the control variables, the age effects are generally consistent with expectations in three of the four models, in that older respondents, socialised in an era in which the legalisation of same-sex marriage and abortion were not even debated as issues in Northern Ireland, are more opposed to both. The effect on same-sex marriage for both communities is substantially stronger than on abortion, and notably, there is an absence of an age effect on abortion for Catholics. Similarly for gender, women are less likely to oppose samesex marriage than men, and Protestant women are less likely to oppose abortion, but again, for Catholic respondents, the difference is negligible. Clear educational effects are absent in both communities, with only intermediate education manifesting less opposition than the highly qualified among Protestants, and the 'no qualification' group significantly more opposed for Catholics. Whilst the latter contrast is in line with most sociological research into education and tolerance, the former contrast is not, it being expected that the most highly educated strata of Northern Irish society could possess more liberal values. It ought also to be noted, however, that educated Protestantism yields the political class which has long offered morally conservative policies. The lack of significant educational difference between higher and secondary qualifications across both issues is therefore perhaps not surprising.
Analysis
We turn now to our three potential explanatory variables. We include these simultaneously in the model, as tolerance tests revealed no evidence of excessive multicollinearity. Looking first at party support, for both issues there is a strong contrast between the Protestant and Catholic dynamics. For the Protestant community, the key difference lies between party supporters and those not politically aligned. While on both issues the UUP parameter effect is negative, relative to the DUP, it is not significant. UUP and DUP supporters are more opposed to abortion rights, and towards same-sex marriage, than non-aligned Protestants. For Catholic respondents, a different dynamic pertains -here, Sinn Féin supporters are closer to non-aligned Catholics than to the SDLP. Sinn Féin's backers are thus more in tune with the broader Catholic population; it is SDLP supporters who stand rather aloof. The SDLP is clearly supportive of same-sex marriage as a party, but its elected representatives and support base are more lukewarm than official policy might indicate. All five Assembly votes on the matter have been met with some SDLP abstention, on occasion, as in 2013, amounting to more than one-third of the party's Assembly representatives, whereas Sinn Féin's MLAs have usually voted en masse in favour. On abortion as well, the 'Green' Catholic conservatism of the SDLP's base, always in competition with the party's socialist leanings, is more apparent. Controlling for religious variables, SDLP supporters are more likely to oppose legalisation than Sinn Fein supporters. Overall, party support matters on moral issues, but the cues which the party supply on each side of the sectarian divide differ.
Looking now at the church attendance effects in Table 1 , one contrast again lies between churches. For Catholics, church attendance ostensibly has no significant independent effect on the attitude to same-sex marriage or abortion. For Protestants, however, there is a contrast between the practising and irregularly practising group, with the latter more supportive of a change to the existing prohibitions. Interestingly, the non-practising group does not reach significance, however.
Personal faith plays an important role in one's position on both issues. Across both communities, the respondents who believe unequivocally in God are consistently less supportive of more permissive legislation on both issues. Given we control for personal faith, it can be assumed that church attendance effects may be linked to organisational cues. For Protestants, the churches' message clearly matters, and is in the same direction as the DUP's.
Table 2 here
Of course, personal faith may also be picking up the practising versus non-practising contrast. Indeed, as Table 2 shows, if we exclude the personal faith variable, a difference in attitudes appears according to which issue is being considered. For abortion, the position of the church does matter for Catholics, if less strongly than for Protestants. However, on same-sex marriage, the 'absence' of faith control makes no difference to the Catholic position. The lack of a church effect here is independent of faith. If party support is excluded (not shown), there is no similar change in the church attendance parameters. It is impossible in cross-sectional data to unpick the potential endogeneity of faith and religious practice. Nonetheless, the presence of a Protestant religious practice effect for abortion while faith is included suggests an organised religion influence conspicuously defined, whereas the practice and faith variables overlap for Catholics.
It is clear from these models that personal faith matters irrespective of church, regularity of practice or party support. However, to understand the effect of the other two explanatory variables across the two communities, it is worthwhile calculating the predicted probabilities for each category from the full model, holding other variables constant. Figures 1 and 2 below report the point estimates and 95 per cent confidence intervals.
Figures 1 and 2 here
On the same-sex marriage question, it is evident that overall Catholic respondents are more supportive of its legalisation than Protestants (lower values in the graph indicating lower probability of disagreeing with legalisation of the issue). In terms of party support, SF supporters are over 10 percentage points less likely than SDLP supporters to oppose same-sex marriage. Nonetheless, SDLP opposition is below 30 per cent probability. Among Protestants, as per the model, DUP supporters are the most likely to oppose, although, strikingly given the uniform opposition of the party's elected representatives in the Northern Ireland legislature, DUP supporters' opposition only registers just under 50 per cent probability. On church attendance, while the Protestant versus Catholic differential is still visible, the pattern of support is similar, but with substantial overlap in confidence intervals. On the question of abortion, party support among Catholics shows the clearer difference between the SDLP -on balance, more ambivalent -and Sinn Féin. There is clear overlap in confidence intervals from the non-aligned. Again, among Protestants, DUP supporters are least supportive, but similarly to the SDLP's backers, placed around the 40 per cent mark. There is a similar difference in church attendance, where irregularly practising respondents are just over 10 percentage points less likely to oppose abortion rights than their devout colleagues. For Catholics, there is no evidence of effect -again, due to the close link to personal faith.
Conclusions
We have explored the effects of party identification, religious affiliation, religious observance and faith, arguing that it is necessary to consider the impact of party politics as well as religious conditioning in analysing attitudes to moral issues. Without claiming direct causality, we argue that party effects must be considered alongside religious belonging and believing and demography in understanding which categories lie on either side of the debates on same-sex marriage and abortion. Political partisanship and 'doing God' need to be considered in conjunction with each other and alongside demographic variables to show the independent effects of each. We suggest that the tests we deploy here in the Northern Ireland context ought to be replicated more universally, even allowing that the issues of same-sex marriage and abortion are particularly vexatious in the Northern Irish case. Potentially, our findings have resonance further afield in showing that messages from political parties which strongly conflict with those from churches may influence attitudes to moral questions. Whilst religious 'belonging and believing' may dilute party messages, they may not always block them -as our findings regarding Catholics and their political parties in Northern Ireland have indicated.
Our demographic findings show that older people are more hostile to same-sex marriage, a relatively recent (compared to some countries) item on the political agenda, whereas differences are less pronounced across generations on abortion, a longer-standing issue. Whilst abortion is sometimes regarded as a 'woman's issue' and obviously may affect women deeply, significant gender effects are found instead on same-sex marriage, more favoured by women than men. On abortion, religious considerations outweigh gender.
In terms of the party versus religion 'contest', we have found some evidence of asymmetrical effects across the two issues. Party stances appear more substantial on attitudes to same-sex marriage; church attendance less so, at least whilst controlling for personal faith. Given the antipathy to same-sex marriage offered by all the churches, the willingness of Catholics to 'defy' their church and follow their party cue -Sinn Féin's Catholic support base offers clear backing for such unions -may be seen as of considerable importance in the tussle for a more secular society.
However, this effect is negated by the party effects on the Unionist side, where party supporters, particularly those of the DUP, reinforce the hostility of Protestant churches to same-sex unions. Thus the battle over same-sex marriage perhaps deepens an existing Orange-Green faultline evident on other issues: many unionists oppose change; many Nationalists favour reform, although SDLP supporters are more divided and religious believers are less likely to favour same-sex marriage.
On abortion, party effect is a little smaller for Protestants, with DUP support offering a small political cue. The party effect for Catholics again stems from the SDLP's conservatism relative to Sinn Féin and those with no party affiliation. On this subject, a key attitudinal driver is faith and, behaviourally, religious activity. Regular churchgoers are likely to conform to the messages from their church. Those with strong faith may have strong views on abortion anyway, due to a belief in God as the ultimate creator of life from conception.
Why the lesser effect of party influence, particularly for Catholics, on abortion than on the same-sex marriage issue? It may be that views on abortion are long-term, affective feelings, whilst same-sex marriage is a much more recent, short-term policy issue which draws upon similar value sets, but is not so inextricably linked to those deeper values and thus can be mobilised in different directions by political parties. On abortion, the oppositional message from the Church has been long and consistent and it may be more difficult for any party to over-ride the decisions of individuals, sometimes taken long ago, to accept -or reject -church messages in what is still a religiously conditioned society. Church opposition to abortion pre-dates the formation of the DUP, SDLP and, in terms of the party as a credible modern electoral force, Sinn Féin, so oppositional views were wellentrenched long prior to the advent of political organisations capable of eliciting shifts in opinion if they desired. Only Sinn Féin desires policy shift, but even its position on abortion offers the party's support base a more ambiguous cue than is the case on same-sex marriage, which may further strengthen the church message relative to that of party and is itself perhaps reflective of a continuing caution over moving too far on the issue. Political parties tend to emphasise that abortion is a 'free vote' conscience issue; same-sex marriage has become more of a political issue.
Northern Ireland is a polity in which religion and political choices are seen as intertwined, but the picture needs nuancing on salient moral issues in the way we have attempted to show.
There is one final important possibility that we must consider, that, while it could be that party identification influences attitudes, it is possible that attitudes influence party identification. If Catholics support Sinn Féin, rather than the SDLP, because of its stance on same-sex marriage then the conclusions that the authors draw should be somewhat different. Cross-sectional data such as these do not allow us to examine such endogeneity. However, the electoral context of our survey indicates that this is less likely. Our surveys show few switchers from the SDLP to Sinn Féin or from the UUP to DUP at the last two general elections -the big switches having been made in 1997, 2001 and 2005, before same-sex marriage and abortion assumed large salience, which renders it unlikely that those issues were determinants of major voting shifts. Moreover, little choice is available between the DUP and UUP in terms of their stances. We acknowledge that new voters could conceivably base their party choice on party stances on moral issues, given that younger nationalists are the most liberal of all on these questions and amid the rising importance of 'moral' issues as older constitutional questions fade in salience. Regardless, what we have shown is that, across the electorate, what political parties say on moral questions may influence voters, even within polities which retain strong alternative religious influences on those questions. 
